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Uses and meanings of literal English words are in a modular format. If you want to become fluent in
English speaking and in English writing, you should know literal English words and its meaning.

Formal and literal words are utilized by native speakers from zero to eighty percent of times
whenever speaking and writing English. Informal or symbolic or figurative formats are utilized by
native speakers from twenty to hundred percent of time whenever speaking and writing English.

You should have sound knowledge about the use of informal, symbolic and figurative formats in
both written and spoken English If you want to go parallel with the native English speakers.

By imagined symbolic expressions English language is consisted of, which is used for written and
spoken communications. New discovered english expressions  are joined to English language
everyday. English words are generated everyday and word use formats are developed everyday.

First of all some symbolic or figurative formats are used for writing, after that they are used for
speaking. Similarly some symbolic or figurative formats are used on radio or a TV show at first, after
that they are used for writing purpose.

To remain in the current with fads and trends and new evolutions, native speakers have to study
new words everyday. You have to learn how fads and new evolutions change language formats in
both written and spoken English if you want to remain up to date with native English speakers. 

Internet is a good resource for english expressions learning. Lot of English learning online classes is
available on internet. Learning expressions become too easy due to online english classes. You can
study at your own time and pace from internet. You can read English expressions and
simultaneously can do exercises from it.
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